
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Inspections and optimisation of power plants for operators and banks  

There are diverse reasons which can cause negative discrepancies in the performance of 

photovoltaic facilities. To investigate the reasons and to optimise solar plants, an individual 

concept needs to be developed for each facility which starts with a very detailed analysis of 

returns and goes on with the localisation of possible reasons and further inspections if 

necessary. At the end we can implement different return optimising activities.  

We believe that a standardised inspection protocol for all plants does not lead to the desired 

results and is also not economically viable. Therefore, on the basis of your documents like 

plans and yield results, we can submit an individual offer for a detailed examination and 

optimisation to you, which, among other things, includes a structured and transparent  

illustration of performance and cost. Based on our experience of maintaining large plants, we 

want to emphasize that the reasons for less returns are often hidden within technical 

complexities, so we can give suggestions how, on the basis of the existing information, how 

to raise results for the long term. 

Our services may include the following: 

 Evaluation of returns: creating and checking expertises, comparing monthly returns, 

use of weather data, inspecting facilities and balancing prognosis parameters 

 Problem analysis: narrowing possible causes for less yield (incl. inspection of facility), 

quantifying and defining single causes for less yields on an individual basis, 

developing actions to repair and raise returns  

 Controlling details: checking and measuring panels, balancing of components with 

delivery contracts, inspecting wiring and availability, detailed evaluation of remote 

surveillance and of string monitoring, among others.  

 Project planning and preparing tenders of optimisation measures, like repairs, 

rebuildings, cleanings, retrofitting of remote surveillance and radiation sensors 

A less than expected yield on plants may have the following reasons: 

 Unrealistic expertises or unrealised expertise parameters  

 Causes based on weather conditions 

 Incomplete conceptual design (panel wiring, string-, inverter and transformer settings)  

 Realisation of construction (wrong string- and panel wiring, shading, different 

justification and slope)  

 Defective surveillance and problem management (downtime) 

 Substandard panels and panel degradation  

 Wastage and inverter (fuse, plug contacts, earth connection, damages caused by 

marten etc)  

 Mismatches based on panels, shading or wiring concept  

 Contamination and cleaning cycle  

 Downtimes (fuses, energy supplier cut-offs, availability of inverters) 

 


